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Pinball start button wiring

Well, we hit a big milestone in the project. From an electrical point of view, I had four specific areas focused on implementation: 1) button integration into PC 2) general lighting (lighting buttons, lighting flippers, etc.) 3) flippers, jet bumpers, etc. 4) Force feedback for LED flasher emulation This week, we implemented a
functional aspect of 1-3! We're also working on configuring virtual pinball software to make button lighting intuitive. For example, if you are on the screen selecting pinball to play, the Start button flashes in the cabinet and tells the user to press START to play. First, for those who embark on a project similar to some
pontification and key links, you need to clearly understand this next sentence. Software that drives virtual pinball and integrates analog and digital is not supported and is not well documented. If you are not technically using it, such as programming in a scripting language or troubleshooting an operating system DLL
configuration, this project is not suitable for you. If you are still reading and still want to work on this, I have some great resources and tips for you. Once it's your turn, let's make my personal journey a little easier as I try to solve some challenging puzzles. 1) When you are sticking to the settings, the internet is your friend.
There are two forums you need to participate in. One is vpforums.org and the other is hyperspin-fe.com. The first focuses on real pinball emulation software. The second focuses on a smooth front end that make the cabinet easier to use for non-technicians. 2) There are two highly documented projects that can be used
as good reference points in almost every aspect of working on this project. I keep referring to these two projects and it's worth sharing them here: chriz99's Big Bang Pin 2008 (this is actually the builder's second project, so I'm really getting it this time) Lego Bacpin 2010 at DeeGor (this guy does a particularly good job
outlining some of the more complex electronic aspects ) fe.com/forum/showthread.php?14625-LEGO-Batpin-Build-Blog-%2846-19-32%29. Virtual pinball and front-end software is driven by simple keyboard input. This section describes how to install physical buttons, such as flipper buttons, and send a signal to your
computer to press a key at that location. For example, virtual pinball software requires a right shift key entry to activate the right flipper. Here I install the right flipper button and send RIGHT SHIFT every time I press it. This was the easiest part of this project and the reason I chose to work on it in the first place. Simplify
and buy your lifeUnit. This unit emulates the keyboard when the circuit is closed with a button. Too many people try to make it cheaper by ripping the keyboard away and integrating it with buttons. This is not worth the $20 savings. My goodness - if you're going to be cheap on a project of this size, don't bother getting
started. Get i-Pac from Ultimarc in Europe: button is simple. #1) Plug the iPac into your PC via usb. (In the photo, iPac is a green circuit board with screw connections on both sides.) #2) buy terminal blocks for your ground. You can daisy-chain the site of a button to physically connect it. You cannot connect directly from
the button ground to the terminal block. Connect all sites to the terminal block. (In the photo, an example of a terminal block is on my pinky finger.) #3) Connect the ground terminal block to the iPac ground. Again, you need to combine all the grounds for all buttons into the iPac ground. #4) Once all the buttons are fixed,
wire one strand from each button to the assigned iPac slot. When the button closes the circuit, iPac is triggered and the computer is notified to enter a specific key. (In the photo, you're seeing the Start button embedded in the cardboard.) Black wire is the ground. Yellow is connected to iPac. #5) Free WinIPac panel
designer software to get and map to voila with keyboard keys to take each button - you're done. See pinball electronics 101 PDF for schematics for this simple wiring configuration. Http://maxxsinner.blogspot.com/link is located in the upper right corner. Aside: Some buttons use microswitches with three connections
instead of two. It throws away some people. Here is a brief tutorial on how to route this switch. Wire not to use the Normally Open (NO), Normally Closed (NC) feature. The second aside, some buttons are built in with LED or light bulb lighting. You don't have to worry. We get to the top of it. For now, leave these
connections alone. (In the photo, it's the red and blue wire on the switch.) If this is too complex to understand, remember that every step from here is exponentially more complex than this. Calculate the resistance value, resize the fuse, and add the amperage load. If it's not your cup of tea, this project may not be yours.
Posted on 04 June 2018 - 04:08 PM with round buttons, green and yellow start, one size switch. The other square button uses the other type switch. Connect the switch to the button assembly and press the button to see if the switch is active. It was one mistake I made this weekend because I was wiring my buttons. In
addition to my watch board problem, I went through the switch test and I can't get the start button to work. It looks like they have a brand new pushbutton on it, but there should be no diode.Twilight Zone buttons?????? The wire goes directly to the board. Maybe the board???? Thanks again I don't remember if the start
button is part of the switch matrix or if I need a diode. Do you have a continuous meter that you can put on the lead of the switch and make sure that the switch itself is good/bad???? Just to be clear - pressing a button from the outside of the cabinet does not guarantee that you are actually operating the microswitch
itself. Pulling the switch and light assembly from the plastic housing and pressing the small little switch button is the only way to test the switch itself. As for continuity, I put your meter across two pegs that have wires on them and make sure you get continuity when you close the switch. Otherwise, check the wiring back
to the mainboard - I just had a problem with my IRON MAN start button not working and it ended up with a loose wire on the IDC connector with the main switch input on the board. Here is my switch, no diode. Hope it helps. The start button switch is in columns 1 (J206-1, grn-brwn) and row 3 (j208-3, orange blk). If you
need a switch matrix chart, please let me know. Quoted from Lermods: Here is my switch, no diode. Hope it helps. The start button switch is in columns 1 (J206-1, grn-brwn) and row 3 (j208-3, orange blk). If you need a switch matrix chart, please let me know. It must be wht-org. Org-blk wire is for the right coin chute. The
diode is on the coin door interface board. Pull the connector to check for corrosion. From what I can see, it looks suspicious. Terry, you must be right, I spoke wrong, white orange. As you say, it is not orange black which is for coin chutes. Quote from Lermods: Terry, you're right, I spoke wrong, must be white orange. As
you say, it is not orange black which is for coin chutes. No problem, just did not want the OP to chase the wrong colored wire. I op, not my button works fine. I was showing him a picture of me. OP, can you snap a picture of the MPU under the lower wiring connecting to the battery pack and MPU? Fixed.... No matter how
many times I looked at the wires and thought they were right, they were wrong, thanks !!!!!!!! What have you fixed? Can you still post MPU photos? Glad to hear that I had some help. He sees a picture of the switch. Thank you for the help. I definitely need it. My refarb is a player game, but it's good for me with a budget in
mind. Here are some images. Again thx. Replace these batteries as soon as possible. Mixing brands increases the probability of leaksHigh. Let's... They are new for the holidays, but I will get the same brand today. Actually upgrade to a lithium battery (non-rechargeable). They last for 5 years and there are no leaks.
Leak.
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